
RGB FLOOD REMOTE CONTROLLER

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS
Product Name: RGB remote control with buttons
Voltage: 3V(AAA - 2PCS)
Transmission Frequency: 2.4GHz
Modulation Method: GFSK
Transmitting Power: 6dBm
Standby Power Consumption: 20uA
Control Distance: 98 feet
Size: 2.06" x 0.82" x4.72"

Product Name: Touch screen RGB remote control
Voltage: 3V(AAA - 2PCS)
Transmission Frequency: 2.4GHz
Modulation Method: GFSK
Transmitting Power: 6dBm
Standby Power Consumption: 20uA
Control Distance: 98 feet
Size: 2.06" x 0.82" x4.72"

PRODUCTS KEY DIAGRAM
Hold "Z" to get to white mode. Under white mode, press ‘S-’ to get warm white, press ‘S+’ to get cool white. Under color mode, press ‘S+/S-’ 
for saturation control. When pressing 'M', ‘S+/S-’ can adjust the speed of the dynamic modes. To dim all RGB lights at once or change the 
color, first press “Master ON”. To do this with individual lights, first press “Zone ON”.Then choose the color or brightness according to the 
color ring or brightness ring.

PRODUCT FEATURES
This manual describes two types of RGB remote controls used for our RGB flood product. Both of them have the same functions but different 
designs. Each remote controls the LED lights in up to four different zones, changes the color, dim/brighten the lights, warm/cool white, and 
multiple programming options.
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RGB FLOOD REMOTE CONTROLLER

Linking Instructions
LINKING & UNLINKING
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Uninking Instructions

GROUPING OF SEVERAL LIGHTS
You can add an endless numbers of lights to a zone on the 4 channel remote by linking the lights to different zones. This way you are 
completely flexible in creating different group combinations. Below you can see some grouping examples.

Remark:
1. The user can re-program freely as needed. One remote can control countless lamps or controllers, but one lamp or controller can only be 
controlled by four remotes (Max).
2. Please check the battery installation and controller (totally discharge the power) when you program after switching off and switching on.

ATTENTION
1. When using the remote, if the indicator lamp is blinking quickly, please change the battery.
2. Please keep your finger off the touch ring when installing the batteries and use the remote ( 3 seconds later ) after the batteries are 
installed. Please reinstall the batteries, if the touch ring is showing a low-sensitivity to touch.
3. Don’t use in humid, high temperature, dust and high voltage environment. Use only in an indoor, dry and no static electricity environment.
4. Please don’t use the remote controller on the wide-range metal or strong electromagnetic wave area, otherwise, it will badly affect the 
controlling distance.

If the light does not blink slowly, the linking fails. Please switch off 
the light again and follow the above steps again. 

If the light does not blink quickly, the unlink failed. Please switch off 
the light again and follow the above steps to unlink again


